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Make perfect loops for snells, connections - Cobra-Fast!

perfect Loop Tyer

When getting ready to go on a fishing trip, create custom snells (leader and 
hook lines) using the LOOPCobra™ and SnellNINJA™ . Pick the exact 
hook you want and the perfect thin line to match your bait and fishing 
conditions. The snell, or leader, is the most important part of your fishing 
setup for live bait as it is the part the fish interacts with. Fine, thin and light 
leaders, or flourocarbon leaders increase your takes and put more fish on 
the end of your line. The LOOPCobra™ throws a perfect loop every time 
and FAST. Make the strongest, perfect loops and connect your rigs using 
the loop-to-loop connection or use a swivel in between.
Green Model ties a small and slightly larger loop. Yellow model ties a very 
small loop and has a micro hook remover at the other end.

Double up the line and form a loop. Feed the 
doubled-up line through the Cobra “chin” as in A. 
Maintain tension on loop and keep doubled-up line neat 
as in B. Begin twisting. 

After twisting 3x as in C., feed the loop into Cobra 
Mouth as in D. Wet and pull line tight down to cobra 
head. Tilt handle and head down so Cobra Head falls 
back and bottom line will slip out of Cobra Mouth as in 
“E” then finish loop by pulling tool.

Work finished loop out of Cobra mouth F. and then 
trim loose end as shown in G. 

CLEAR WATER - use 9 - 14” of flourocarbon leader 
at end of your rig to hide the line from fish. Flourocar-
bon is clearer than water.

SNAGS - use 6” of lighter line (4 lb. leader vs. 6 lb. 
main line) and if your hook hangs up, you can give a 
quick tug and the leader ONLY will break - saving 
your splitshot, float and majority of your setup! 

ZEBRA MUSCLES - use 6” of stronger leader to 
prevent line cuts in contact with the bottom.

Use a 9” - 12” plastic coated cardboard with slits cut in 
each end to make a stroage card. Store your line lengths 
(leaders) on this. Pull the line the length of the storage 
card and then tie the loop. All of your line lengths (lead-
ers) should be the exact same length. Make 6 - 12 
copies of these line lengths stored on a card to prepare 
for your fishing day. If you snag or break a length of 
line or have a fish swallow your hook, you can re-con-
nect another line length (leader) in under a minute. 
Connect your loop to a swivel for an ultra-strong 
connection. Use the LOOPCobra™ to make a loop on 
your line from the rod. Connect swivel to loop and then 
your hook lengths to this swivel.
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